## GEN Course List and Program Modifications

**Effective Spring 2023**

### Foundation: Race, Ethnicity, and Gender Diversity
- ADD – Classics 3215 (Cross-listed with History 3215)
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2301
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2322 (Cross-listed with Spanish 2242)
- NEW – Dance 2500
- ADD – History 2620
- ADD – History 3215 (Cross-listed with Classics 3215)
- ADD – History 3231
- ADD – Sociology 2309
- ADD – Spanish 2242 (Cross-listed with CompSt 2322)
- ADD – Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies 2327

### Foundation: Social and Behavioral Sciences
- ADD – French and Italian 3301
- REMOVE – Geography 2500
- CHANGE – Linguistics 2501 (new number for Ling 1100)

### Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.04
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.04H
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.07
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.08
- ADD/RETURN FROM LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2367.08H
- ADD – History 2642
- ADD/RETURN FROM LIMBO – History 3212
- ADD – History 3219
- ADD – History 3220 (Cross-listed with Classics 3220)
- ADD – History 3575
- ADD/RETURN FROM LIMBO – History 3720
- ADD – Landscape Architecture 2367E
- ADD – Medieval and Renaissance Studies 2211

### Foundation: Writing and Information Literacy
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.02
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.04
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.04H
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.07
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2367.08
- ADD/RETURN FROM LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2367.08H
- NEW – Engineering 1300

### Foundation: Literary, Visual, and Performing Arts
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2102.01H
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2103H
- NEW – Dance 2500

### Foundation: Natural Sciences
- NEW – Physics 1270 (5 CH)

### Foundation: Mathematical & Quantitative Reasoning (or Data Analysis)
- ADD – Public Health: Biostatistics 2210

### College Requirement: World Languages
- “NEW” – Korean 1101.61 (Online Distance Learning version of Korean 1101.01)
- “NEW” – Korean 1102.61 (Online Distance Learning version of Korean 1102.01)
- “NEW” – Korean 1103.61 (Online Distance Learning version of Korean 1103.01)

### Theme: Citizenship for a Diverse and Just World
- ADD – Anthropology 5626
- ADD/CHANGE – Communication 2850 (new number for Comm 3450)
- ADD – French and Italian 3054
- ADD – Geography 5502
- ADD – Health and Rehabilitation Science 4000
- ADD – History 3265
- ADD – History 3561
- ADD – History 3670
- NEW – History 3676
- ADD – Islamic Studies 3201
- NEW – Linguistics 3605
- NEW – Near Eastern Languages and Cultures 3025 (4 CH, includes HIP: Team Teaching) (Cross-listed with SAS 3025)
- NEW – Political Science 2120
- ADD – Political Science 2150
- NEW – Psychology 3900
- ADD – Public Affairs 2150
- NEW – Public Affairs 3210 (4 CH, includes HIP: Team Teaching) (Cross-listed with NELC 3025)
- NEW – Slavic 3320
- NEW – South Asia Studies 3025 (4 CH, includes HIP: Team Teaching) (Cross-listed with NELC 3025)
- NEW – South Asia Studies 3220
### Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- ADD – Anthropology 3302
- ADD – Anthropology 5700
- ADD – Anthropology 5702
- ADD/CHANGE – Biology 2105 (new number for Biology 1105)
- ADD – Communication 4736
- ADD – Communication 4737
- ADD – Health and Wellness 2102
- NEW – Food Science and Technology 2300
- NEW – Music 3010 (Cross-Listed with Public Health 3010) (4 CH, includes HIP: Team Teaching)
- NEW – Nursing 3798 (4 CH, HIP: Education Abroad)
- ADD – Philosophy 3430
- NEW – Political Science 2120
- NEW – Public Health 3010 (Cross-Listed with Music 3010) (4 CH, includes HIP: Team Teaching)
- ADD – Speech and Hearing Science 4530

### Theme: Lived Environments
- NEW – Agricultural Communication 2330 (4 CH, includes HIP: Research and Creative Inquiry)
- ADD – Earth Sciences 2206
- ADD – Geography 2500
- ADD – Geography 3800
- CHANGE – Health and Rehabilitation Science 4700 (New number for HRS 4600)
- NEW – History of Art 3905 (Cross-listed with IntSt 3905)
- NEW – International Studies 3905 (Cross-listed with HistArt 3905)
- ADD – Knowlton 2310 (4 CH, includes HIP: Research and Creative Inquiry)
- ADD – Linguistics 3803
- ADD – Music 3352 (4 CH, includes HIP: Research and Creative Inquiry)
- ADD – Public Health: Environmental Health Sciences 3310

### Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility
- ADD – African American and African Studies 3086 (Cross-listed with History 3086)
- ADD – African American and African Studies 3370
- ADD – African American and African Studies 3376 (Cross-listed with HistArt 3102)
- ADD – History 3086 (Cross-listed with AAAS 3086)
- ADD – History 3254
- ADD/RETURN FROM LIMBO – History of Art 3102 (Cross-listed with AAAS 3376)
- ADD/CHANGE – Linguistics 3902 (new number for Linguistics 4597.01)
- ADD – Social Work 5004
- ADD – Social Work 5005
- ADD – Social Work 5030

### Theme: Number, Nature, Mind
- NEW/ADD/CHANGE – Linguistics 4052 (new number for 2052H)
- ADD – Philosophy 2650
- ADD – Philosophy 2660

### Theme: Origins and Evolution
- Nothing new at this time

### Theme: Sustainability
- ADD – City and Regional Planning 3210
- NEW – Civil Engineering 3530 (Cross-listed with Earth Sciences 3530)
- NEW – Earth Sciences 3530 (Cross-listed with Civil Engineering 3530)
- ADD – Environment and Natural Resources 3200
- ADD – Environment and Natural Resources 3400
- NEW – Food, Agricultural, and Biological Engineering 3210 (Can be taken with FABE 3211 for HIP: Team Teaching)
- NEW – Food, Agricultural, and Biological Engineering 3211 (NOTE: 1 CH, CANNOT be taken alone, MUST be taken concurrently with FABE 3210. Together, HIP: Team Teaching)
- ADD/CHANGE – Food, Agricultural, and Biological Engineering 3400.01 (new number for FABE 3400; cross-listed with FDSCTE 3400.01)
- ADD/CHANGE – Food Science and Technology 3400.01 (new number for FDSCTE 3400; cross-listed with FABE 3400.01)
- ADD/CHANGE – Geography 3755 (new number for Geography 3753.02)
- ADD – Geography 3801
- NEW – History 2711
- NEW – Plant Pathology 4321
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• ADD - African American and African Studies 3230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADD – African American and African Studies 4342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADD – Anthropology 3452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADD – History 3227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADD – History 3229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADD – History 3245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADD – Philosophy 3210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Undergraduate Certificates:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustainable and Resilient Social and Ecological Systems (SARSES) Certificate (1A, 1B, 2) (effective AU22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Undergraduate Minors: |
| • Environmental Arts & Humanities Minor (EAH-MN) (effective AU22) |

Graduate Program Revision: |
| • Graduate Interdisciplinary Specialization in Singing Health (effective AU22) |
| • Master of Arts in String Pedagogy (effective AU22) |
| • Master of Music in String Performance (effective AU22) |
| • PhD in Musicology (effective AU22) |
Preview of GEN course list and program modifications effective in subsequent semesters. Please note that changes to the GEL can be found on the GEL Modification Sheet.

Summer 2023:

- **ADD** – Anthropology 5602 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- **ADD** – Philosophy 2465 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- **ADD** – Sociology 3630 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- **NEW** – Anthropology 2210 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
- **NEW** – German 3689 – Theme: Lived Environments (Cross-listed with NELC 3689 and Spanish 3689)
- **NEW** – Near Eastern Languages and Cultures 3689 – Theme: Lived Environments (Cross-listed with Spanish 3689 and German 3689)
- **NEW** – Spanish 3689 – Theme: Lived Environments (Cross-listed with NELC 3689 and German 3689)
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Geography 3600H – Foundation: Social and Behavioral Sciences
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – History 1101 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – History 2251 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – History 2750E – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Hungarian 1101 – College Requirement: World Languages
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – International Studies 2800H – Foundation: Social and Behavioral Sciences
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Music 2288 – Foundation: LVPA (Cross-listed in AAAS)
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Quechua 5501.51 – College Requirement: World Languages
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Quechua 5502.51 – College Requirement: World Languages
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Quechua 5503.51 – College Requirement: World Languages
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Spanish 2520 – Foundation LVPA
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Theatre 2367.01H – Foundation: Writing and Information Literacy
- **WITHDRAW** – Arabic 1101.51 - College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Arabic 1102.51 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Arabic 1103.51 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – American Sign Language 1104 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – French 1103.01H – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – French 1103.02 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Hausa 1101 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Hausa 1102 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Shona 1101 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Twi 1101 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Twi 1102 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Twi 1103 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Yoruba 1102 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Yoruba 1103 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Zulu 1101 – College Requirement: World Languages *
- **WITHDRAW** – Zulu 1102 – College Requirement: World Languages *

* Since these courses were in limbo prior to SU22, they were NOT “grandparented” into the GEN as World Language courses for the colleges that have that requirement. However, they are included here as an “FYI” regarding the offering of certain languages and/or certain formats.

Autumn 2023

- **ADD** – History 3620 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
- **ADD** – History 3701 – Theme: Cultures and Ideas
- **ADD** – International Studies 3350 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- **ADD** – Theatre 2211 – Foundation: Literary, Visual, and Performing Arts
- **NEW** – Classics 3212 – Foundations: Historical and Cultural Studies (Cross-listed with History 3212)
- **NEW** – Classics 3220 – Foundations: Historical and Cultural Studies (Cross-listed with History 3220)
- **NEW** – Classics 3720 – Foundations: Historical and Cultural Studies (Cross-listed with History 3720)
- **NEW** – Education Teaching and Learning 3101 – Theme: Lived Environment
- **NEW** – English 3020 – Theme: Sustainability
- **NEW** – History 5255 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- **NEW** – Slavic 3340 – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility

Summer 2027

- **DEACTIVATION** – Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics
- **DEACTIVATION** – Bachelor of Arts in Actuarial Science